The modern conception of phases of matter has undergone tremendous developments since the first observation of topologically ordered states in fractional quantum Hall systems in the 1980s. In this paper, we explore the question: How much detail of the physics of topological 1 arXiv:1608.06978v2 [quant-ph] 6 Jul 2017 orders can in principle be observed using state of the art technologies? We find that using surprisingly little data, namely the toric code Hamiltonian in the presence of generic disorders and detuning from its exactly solvable point, the modular matrices -characterizing anyonic statistics that are some of the most fundamental finger prints of topological orderscan be reconstructed with very good accuracy solely by experimental means. This is a first experimental realization of these fundamental signatures of a topological order, a test of their robustness against perturbations, and a proof of principle -that current technologies have attained the precision to identify phases of matter and, as such, probe an extended region of phase space around the soluble point before its breakdown. Given the special role of anyonic statistics in quantum computation, our work promises myriad applications both in probing and realistically harnessing these exotic phases of matter.
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Landau's theory fails to describe many exotic phases of matter such as topological orders, where no symmetry breaking is involved [1] [2] [3] [4] . Topological orders are characterized by their robust ground-state degeneracy and long-range entanglement 5, 6 . The fractional quantum Hall states are among the best known examples of such states 7 . It is well known that topological orders do not admit any local order parameters. Characterization of topological orders based on quantities such as topological entanglement entropy 8, 9 has also proved inadequate, as they often take the same value for different phases. It is thus a profound and paramount quest to single out the minimal set of topological observables that would uniquely identify a topological order.
this goal [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . More specifically, imagine placing a two-dimensional system on a torus, which practically corresponds to periodic boundary conditions along two independent cycles. The S and T modular matrices record the Berry phases accumulated when one adiabatically deforms the system geometrically. The S matrix corresponds to a π/2 rotation, and T to a shear -often called a Dehn twist -of the fundamental region of the torus, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Generically, a topological order has degenerate ground states on a torus, and the modular matrices furnish a non-Abelian representation of the modular group SL(2, Z), which are thus instances of nonAbelian geometric phases. Like a fingerprint, modular matrices can be used to distinguish different topological orders, in fact uniquely for bosonic non-chiral phases. For example, the Z 2 toric code order and the doubled semion order have different modular matrices 18 , which also encode the anyonic statistics in these states. We review this in the Supplementary Information, along with some further details on the theoretical description of the modular matrices.
In principle, modular matrices can be obtained in a discrete model from ground-state wavefunction overlap after appropriate transformations on the lattice. This has been employed as a numerical test to identify topological orders 12, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Another recent progress was also achieved by constructing string operators, which is highly non-trivial even numerically when the model is not exactly solvable 20 . A concrete demonstration that these quantities can in fact be measured to sufficient accuracy using current experimental techniques would turn these pure theoretical discussions into realistic physical observables, opening up entirely new possibilities in experimental studies of these orders. In this paper, we are more ambitious than that: We study a family of spin
Hamiltonians at different points in their phase space and measure the corresponding modular matri-ces. We show that without further theoretical input other than identifying approximate point-group symmetry of the Hamiltonian, the experiment proves itself capable of identifying the underlying topological order, in this case the Z 2 topological order, by accurately recovering the modular matrices that stay exactly stationary before the analogue of phase transition-more appropriately level crossing where higher levels cross the supposedly degenerate ground state subspace. 1 We note that information about point-group symmetry is necessary because the modular transformations were implemented by permuting the lattice sites which would only preserve the degenerate ground state subspace if they were symmetries of the Hamiltonian. It is remarkable however that an approximate symmetry suffices, where the symmetry breaking scale is smaller than the topological mass gap. The experiment can also probe finite regions of the phase diagram, and locate the maximal value of the magnetic field where a transition occurs, beyond which the topological properties change abruptly, exhibiting in action the drastic phenomenology of topological orders that has a
Hall-plateau like flavour.
Let us first describe target Hamiltonian studied in this experiment, which readŝ
where on each site i of the N × N square lattice resides a spin 1/2, andσ The first term is the Hamiltonian of the Kitaev Z 2 toric code model 24 , which in its simplest version 1 We clarify our meaning of a phase transition in detail in the Supplementary Information.
readsĤ
Here X p = j∈∂pσ x j , Z p = j∈∂pσ z j are the plaquette operators that act on four spins surrounding a plaquette of p. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
It is well known that H Z 2 is exactly solvable because [X p , Z p ] = 0 for all p and p . The ground state subspace is given by
The ground-state degeneracy is D = 2 2g , where g is the genus number of the Riemann surface where the system resides. If the Riemann surface has genus g, we can define 2g non-contractible loops that connect to different ground states in L. Particularly, on a torus the model has four-fold degenerate ground states. The Kitaev model is the infrared fixed point model that describes the Z 2 toric code order. The Z 2 topological order however exists in a finite region of the phase space of the model. Particularly, a homogenous magnetic field, corresponding to the second term in Eq. (1), can be added while preserving the order. Sufficiently large magnetic field would cause the system undergo a transition to a trivial phase. This has been studied quite extensively in the literature 4, 26 .
The modular matrices are indeed invariant throughout the entire phase space before the transition occurs. To showcase the robustness of the order stemming from its topological nature, we would like to break all translation symmetry in the system, by introducing a random magnetic field at each site, which yields the third term of Eq. (1).
In the experiment, we consider a unit cell (i.e., a 2 × 2 square lattice) of the torus as our test system. The ground states of the Kitaev toric code model are fixed point wave-functions, whose topological properties are independent of lattice size 24 . Under the periodic boundary condition, the total Hamiltonian reduces tô
The energy levels of the system as a function of h is plotted in Fig. 5a . The level crossing point is located at h c = 2 √ 10/3. The disorders are randomly generated, with a strength i in the range
There is a significant hierarchy in energy gaps, between the splittings among the four lowest states in the ground state subspace and the "topological" gap. This feature is supposedly more pronounced in the thermodynamic limit. Therefore, the above definition of transitions for such small system asymptotes to the true phase transition in the thermodynamic limit. Let us emphasize here again that phase transitions for a small system is not an entirely well-defined concept. The best analogue of a phase transition in a small system is level crossing, which the experiment is essentially detecting. A thorough discussion of this delicate issue is relegated to the supplementary information. We are going to make measurements over four different choices of h in the range 0 ≤ h < 2.5.
Figures 3a and 3b clearly illustrate that the π/2 rotation and Dehn twist are equivalent to the experimental operations of SWAP 13 and SWAP 12 , respectively, which keep the toric code Hamiltonian in a homogenous magnetic field invariant. Here SWAP ij is the operation of swapping spin i and spin j. It is also necessary to emphasize that although we only consider a unit cell as our testing system, the proposal for measuring S and T matrices is scalable to larger systems. 30 . The molecular structure and the labeled qubits are shown in Fig. 4a .
The first 19 F spin (labeled by 0) is used as a probe qubit, and the rest of the spins (labeled by 1 ∼ 4) constitute the 4-qubit quantum register to simulate the system of a 2 × 2 spin lattice.
The experiment was carried out at 303 K on a Bruker AV-400 spectrometer. In our molecule, the effective couplings between nuclear spins originate from partially averaged dipolar interactions D jk (DD-couplings) and scalar interactions J jk (J-couplings). Since the chemical shift difference in each pair of spins is much higher than the effective coupling strength, the x and y components in DD-coupling interaction can be ignored by secular approximation 31 . Therefore, the effective Hamiltonian of this 5-qubit system in a doubly rotating frame iŝ
with the related parameters shown in Fig. 4b .
It is one of the main purposes in developing quantum simulators to obtain and subsequently measure the ground states of some given Hamiltonian dynamically, thereby solving otherwise (classically) computationally challenging problem that often do not have analytic solutions. To ask the simulator to solve our problem at hand -obtaining the degenerate ground states of the given Hamiltonian without prior analytical input, we come up with the method -random adiabatic evolution. To put it simply, we randomly generate simple Hamiltonians as starting point and we adiabatically evolve the system to the target Hamiltonian. This would generically prepare dynamically all the linearly independent ground states with only a few trials. This can be contrasted with prior numerical or experimental work that make use of the string operators 7, 20 . The current strategy highlights the strengths of the NMR system, substituting as much analytical insight as possible by experimental maneuver.
The quantum circuit for randomly preparing linear-independent ground states is shown in Fig. 4c . Using line-selective approach 33 , the quantum system was first prepared in the initial pseudo-pure state (PPS):ρ 00000 =
1− 32
I + |00000 00000|, with I representing 32 × 32 identity operator and ≈ 10 −5 the polarization. Here we introduced a probe qubit for the interferometry, which is initialized in the superposition state (i.e., T , we first prepare the ground state of a simpler local HamiltonianĤ rd , which can be readily implemented only using single-qubit rotations. The system is then evolved adiabatically by varying the parameter function s(t) slowly enough from 0 at t = 0 to 1 at t = T , where s(t) was interpolated linearly with M = 100 discretized steps, and the duration of each step is τ = T /M . According to the adiabatic theorem 34 , the total evolution time obeys T = O(1/∆E min ), where ∆E min is the minimum energy gap between four almost degenerate ground states and the first excited state encountered along the adiabatic evolution. The rate of change of s(t) is so chosen that there is certain probability of excitation in the entire groundstate subspace. Let us pause here and comment that the possibility of adiabatic evolution as a means to ground state preparation in topological orders were first proposed and studied in 35 , particularly for the detuned toric code model as in the current paper. One crucial observation is that even in the thermodynamic limit and at couplings close to the topological phase transition, the adiabatic time scale T needs only to scale at worst as √ n where n is the total number of spins in the system to avoid jumping between the ground state subspace which is shown to be optimal. Moreover error following from excitations above the topological gap ∆ can be made to Immediately beyond the transition point, the optimization procedure returns a pair of modular matrices that differ significantly from the theoretical values of the Z 2 order. Importantly, they cease to be unitary because the invariant ground state subspace has changed across the transition and an arbitrary projection to the lowest four states do not preserve unitarity. Our experiment therefore serves as a first experiment to identify topological order and detect its breakdown, which also
give a clear and first experimental evidence that the topological phase, or at least its topological signatures of the toric code exists in an extended region of phase space around the soluble point.
The 19 F spectra for measuring all elements of modular S and T matrices in the random basis are listed in Supplementary Information. Each element of the modular matrices was obtained directly from the integral intensity of all peaks in each spectrum. The final signal attenuated a lot due to the decoherence effect, which should be normalized. To estimate the decoherence, we considered the generalized amplitude damping and the phase damping acting on different spins 36 .
The overall attenuation factor derived from the numerical simulation of the dynamical process was η = 0.2376 and applied to normalize the final signals. The experimental errors mainly originated from the imperfection of the shaped pulses (about 1%) and the statistical fluctuation of signal strength (around 2%).
Although our experiments are performed on a four-qubit system, the scheme proposed here to measure the modular S and T matrices of a topological order and detect its existing range is in principle applicable to larger and more generic systems. As discussed above, the adiabatic method is shown to be optimal, with an adiabatic time scale T that scales only at worst as √ n for a system of n spins 35 . Another feature of topological orders that work to our advantage is its robustness that is made even more pronounced for larger system size. As system size grows, the energy splitting within the ground state subspace decreases exponentially with system size, while the topological gap remains constant in the limit. Such robustness is underlined in 4 , where it is demonstrated that the energy splitting among the ground state subspace diminishes quickly as system size increases, and that thermal excitation above the topological gap remains exponentially suppressed all the way up to phase transition as the detuning parameter h is increased in the Z 2 topological order. Therefore the choice of T needs not be fine-tuned using detailed knowledge of the energy spectrum which is unavailable in general. Rather, we only need a rough estimate of the size of the topological gap which can be estimated from the values of the coupling. In this respect, finite size splitting effect of the topological ground state subspace may in fact be put to good use-by picking a sufficiently large T so that 1/T is smaller than all the energy gaps in the system, we will find the adiabatic method outputting to us the same state independently of the random starting Hamiltonian -simulations beyond level crossing where the energy splitting gets significantly larger indeed confirms such an expectation. In other words, the random method itself is capable of discovering for us hierarchies in the energy gaps, and allowing us to make the case for selecting the lowest four states as part of the ground state subspace despite unavoidable level splitting in a finite size system. At the same time, complexity of the quantum gates implementing S and T transformation only scale polynomially with system size, and that our numerical method recovering the standard basis has no dependence on system size, all works to our advantage in the large system size limit. These are supporting evidence that future applications in larger systems is promising. We will relegate more detailed comparison with larger system size in the supplementary information.
In summary, we presented the first proof-in-principle experimental identification of Z 2 topological order by measuring the modular S and T matrices for a given Hamiltonian with minimal analytical input from state preparation to measurements. The only analytical input is in the approximate lattice symmetry of the system. This is a major improvement that puts the experiment to full use in finding its own ground state thereby solving the model, without requiring string operators that are not easily acquired for a generic model not exactly solvable. By recovering the modular matrices, some interesting properties such as quasiparticle statistics can be obtained from the resulting matrices. The measurement is shown to be robust against small local disorders in the form of an inhomogeneous magnetic field that breaks all accidental symmetries. The method also allows us to explore regions of the phase diagram in which a finite homogeneous magnetic field varies, and locate the phase transition, across which the modular matrices jump discontinuously.
Given the utility of the modular matrices in uniquely characterizing at least non-chiral bosonic 2+1 dimensional topological orders, the success of our NMR systems opens up future experimental avenues towards identifying topological orders whose Hamiltonians may not be exactly solvable.
Our method is suitable not only for NMR systems, but also will work well in physical systems for quantum computers, such as superconductors and trapped ions. It will be interesting to generalize our measurement method to characterize other topological phases and their phase transitions.
Methods
Randomly preparing linearly independent ground states Starting from different initial HamiltoniansĤ rd in random adiabatic evolution, we can sequentially prepare a series of ground states denoted as {|ψ
rd n }, which can always be rewritten in the following form:
where {|φ 1 , |φ 2 , · · · , |φ n } is an orthogonal basis and all a k k s are defined in the real number interval by removing the phase into |φ k . Using the quantum circuit in Fig. 4c , we measure the overlaps of these randomly generated ground states on the probe qubit, namely, ψ
The coefficients a j i can be easily solved only from these overlaps. If
k is linearly independent from |ψ rd k for k < k; Otherwise, repeat the random adiabatic evolution until finding all linearly independent ground states. Here ξ k admits two contributions:
First it is the readout error in the experiment which is χ, and , which is the overlap of the prepared states with the excited states beyond the supposed ground state subspace.
The presence of non-vanishing means that
where |ψ g i corresponds to states in the ground state subspace for the detuned model, and |ψ ex are states beyond the ground state subspace. Following the procedure using (7), it would suggest that |φ k also takes a form like (9) , provided that (8) is satisfied. i.e. |φ k remains mostly within the ground state subspace, and the contribution of the excited states remain linear in . Far away from the transition point h c , ≤ 10 −3 , and so φ k remains safely within the ground state subspace. As h c is approached, can get >0.2. As a result equation (8) cannot in general be satisfied, and a drastic change in the modular matrix would be observed. A proper adiabatic time scale T should thus be chosen such that remains sufficiently small as h approaches h c . An optimal T can be chosen when the finite size splitting among the ground states is much smaller than the topological gap.
There are four linearly independent ground states in our experiment, which can usually be achieved within random 100 times. The experimental overlaps and coefficients are included in the Supplementary Information.
Recovering standard modular matrices According to equation (7), we have
where O = S or T , and A ik is the transformation matrix that have been obtained by the proce- to S and T matrices non-normal. To diagonalize the T matrix for recovering the standard form in the next step, it is necessary to constrain the matrices in the orthogonal basis into normal matrices, which can be realized by optimal searching algorithm, i.e., to find the normal matrices that is the closest to experimental matrices. Actually, the normal constraint condition also makes the experimental data more physical. Then in principle one can follow an algorithm proposed in Ref. 18 to recover the standard basis. Here we simplified the procedure slightly given the specific problem at hand. First, like in Ref. 18 we first diagonalize the T matrix. As we will see in the detailed discussion of the experimental data, the diagonalization of T , whose eigenvalues are the self-statistics of the anyons in a topological order, immediately suggests that the phase carries three bosonic anyons and one fermion. One can isolate the fermionic basis corresponding to the eigenvector of T with -1 eigenvalue and recover the correct basis for the bosonic anyons by requiring the following: i)There exists a boson that corresponds to the trivial sector and which has trivial statistics with all other anyons; ii)They are orthogonal. A numerical optimization quickly converges, recovering the pair of S and T matrices in their standard form of the Z 2 topological phase before level crossing occurs.
Across the phase transition, one readily sees a jump in the modular matrices, which also cease to be unitary. This is because in the absence of an invariant ground state subspace under the S and T transformations, which is the case of a trivial phase or a different order where a different subspace is preserved, an arbitrary projection to some subspace does not preserve unitarity. This allows a precise identification of the phase transition. le I: Scheme of the reading-out pulses for the quantum state tomography for our four-qubit ntum simulator. SWAP ij represents a SWAP gate between spin i and j in order to transfer the information to 13 C, and then all signals are obtained from the 13 C spectra. The other physical quantities or properties can be derived from these three definitions. For example, according to braiding, we can define an important quantity-topological spin as,
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We now give the algebraic definitions of the modular S and T matrices:
and T ab = θ a δ ab , where D = a d 2 a is total quantum dimension, and d a is the quantum dimension of anyon a that takes the value of a single loop of that type, namely,
From the above algebraic theory of anyons or unitary modular tensor category, it is not difficult to find that the elements of a modular S matrix determines the mutual statistics of anyons, while the elements of a T matrix record the topological spins. We can further reconstruct the fusion coefficients from an S matrix according to the Verlinde formula, i.e.,
The fusion rules and braiding rules reflect two major algebraic structures of anyons. The topological properties of topologically ordered states are associated to elementary excitations, i.e., anyons.
Therefore, S and T matrices provide a complete description and can be taken as the nonlocal order parameters of topological orders.
To better understand this point, we list several examples of different topological orders in Table 1 3 . The numerical results show that the modular matrices (up to a unitary transformation) furnish a complete and one-to-one characterization of exact topological orders. 
In the main text, we discussed the identification of a phase transition point. Attention is needed since phase transitions are only properly defined in the thermodynamic limit. We have to adjust the notion such that it is still reasonable in such a small system, and also that it asymptotes to the true phase transition in the thermodynamic limit. In addition, there is another issue that plagues small systems: the ground state degeneracy is generically far from being exact, except at the special Kitaev solvable point. This is so because the topological degeneracy is protected only in the thermodynamic limit, with a splitting that scales like exp(N ), for lattice size N . When we deviate from the exactly solvable point at finite h and i , the four degenerate ground states acquire a finite splitting. There remains however a visible gap between the bottom four states continuously connected to the originally degenerate ground states and the rest of the excited states. As h is varied, the higher states eventually cross the lowest four states. We will therefore define the phase transition point to be located at h c , at which any one or more of the higher states first cross any of the lowest four states. We note that in the thermodynamic limit, phase transitions can also be characterized by the closing of the topological energy gap. Therefore our definition is the closest physical analogue of phase transitions in a small system that by construction asymptotes to the usual definition in the thermodynamic limit.
In Fig. S1 below, we show a plot of the energy gap between the 5th excited state and the ground state sub-space (the splitting between the ground states are very small in comparison) and the magnetization of the ground state and the 5th excited state as the detuning parameter h is varied. These can be compared with Fig. 2-3 in 4 of the same model in the thermodynamic limit.
The closing of the gap shows similarity. For the magnetization, the transition in the thermodynamic limit is continuous, and so the magnetization is continuous across transition. In the 4-spin system, there is only a level crossing and the magnetizations of the two states are different. We note however that they increases as the magnetic coupling h increases, as expected.
As shown in Fig. S1 , it is evident that as we zoom into the transition point, the topological gap closes, and one would expect that as we go sufficiently close to h c , the finite size splitting becomes comparable to the topological gap, and the adiabatic method that we adopt for ground state preparation would potentially break down, leading to significant excitation beyond the ground state subspace. We show in Fig. S2 the excitation probability for the adiabatic time scale we have adopted as explained in detail below. This is to be compared with the thermal excitation probability discussed in figure 3 of 4 . There, it shows an even sharper increase as the detuning parameter h approaches phase transition in the thermodynamic limit than we have in Fig. S2 . It is evident that the excitation probability remain small even as we get very close to h c . Such a feature would improve the experimental accuracy determining the location of the transition, allowing one to get closer to h c before the adiabatic method breaks down. der a π/2 rotation, i.e., (a i,j , a j,−i , a −i,−j , a −j,i ) , and N associated points (a −n,j = a n,j , n = (N + 1)/2 ) in Fig. S3b form a permutation under a shear, i.e.,     a −n,j a −n+1,j · · · a n−2,j a n−1,j
which can be decomposed as the product of n m (= gcd(n + j, N ), where gcd means the greatest common divisor) cycles of length m = N/n m . According to group theory, any cycle can be written as the product of transpositions or SWAP operations between two elements. We thus have
and     a −n,j a −n+1,j · · · a n−2,j a n−1,j
We now can calculate the number of experimental operations. 
Decomposition of controlled modular matrix
Because the modular S and T transformations are implemented experimentally by the product of a series of SWAP operations. And a controlled-U gate is equivalent to the product of a controlled-B gate and a controlled-A gate, if U satisfies that U = AB 5 . Therefore, the controlled modular matrices can be decomposed into a series of Toffoli gates. For instance, in our experimental proposal (i.e., only considering a 2 × 2 lattice), the decomposition of controlled modular S or T matrix are shown in Figs. S4. It is not difficult to see that it requires 3#(SWAP) Toffoli gates to implement a controlled modular matrix for a N × N lattice. The decomposition complexity is polynomial, which means that the measurement of the modular S and T matrices is an efficient approach for large systems. Figure S4 : Decomposition of the controlled S or T matrix for our experimental proposal.
Experimental details and results
The equilibrium 19 F spectrum of 1-bromo-2,4,5-trifluorobenzene is illustrated at the top of Fig.   S5 . The first 19 F nuclear spin (labeled by 0) is used for interference measurement. The spectrum of PPS ρ 00000 is shown at the bottom of Fig. S5 , which was prepared from the thermal equilibrium state ρ eq by two line-selective shaped pulses. The first shaped pulse with length of 37.5 ms was applied to selectively excite the energy levels and make the populations equal of all levels except for 00000-level. It can be written as the product of a sequence of line-selective pulses, i.e.,
is the single-transition operator between energy levels n 1 and n 2 . The flipping angles {θ n } n=1,2,··· ,30 were optimized by numerical search procedure, with appropriate values that satisfies the following condition:
The second shaped pulse with length of 15 ms was applied to remove zero quantum coherence that cannot be averaged out by z-direction gradient fields. It consists of several controlled-NOT gates between qubits n and m, denoted as CNOT nm . For example, the second shaped pulse U 2 = CNOT 12 CNOT 24 CNOT 51 was chosen in our experiment. The intensity ratio for the leftmost peak in PPS ρ 00000 and the reference in the equilibrium spectrum is 1.12. The signal loss is mainly due to relaxation effect and gradient fields. In experiments, random adiabatic evolution was discretized M = 100 steps and the duration of each step is τ ≈ 2.82. The Hamiltonian of each step can be efficiently simulated using the radiofrequency (RF) pulses and two-body interactions in the NMR system 6 . The details of adiabatic evolution can been see in Ref. 7 . To reduce the accumulated pulse errors in experiments, the shaped pulses calculated by the gradient ascent pulse engineering (GRAPE) method 8 are applied to the adiabatic passages, with the length of each pulse being 22.5 ms shown in Fig. S6 . All the pulses have theoretical fidelities over 0.99, and are designed to be robust against the inhomogeneity of radio-frequency pulses.
The experimental spectra for measuring the overlaps of four randomly generated linearly independent ground states are shown in Figs. S10a ∼ S10d, corresponding to four different magnetic fields: h = 0, h = 1, h = 2, and h = 2 √ 10/3, respectively. The values of overlaps Table 2 . The coefficients expanded in the orthogonal basis (i.e., a i j = φ i |ψ rd j ) can therefore be solved from the above overlaps, as shown in Table 3 . Figures S11 ∼ S14 show the 19 F spectra of measuring all elements of S, T matrices in four randomly generated ground states for four different magnetic fields: h = 0, h = 1, h = 2, and h = 2 √ 10/3, respectively. The total integrals of all peaks in each spectrum represent the element value of the matrices. The experimental S and T matrices in the random basis are illustrated in Fig.   S7 , where the error bars come from the line shape fitting procedure. The S and T matrices in the orthogonal basis can be obtained by applying the transformation A (see equation (8) 
